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1 Nilpotent cone

2 Categorical quotient for Cag Poissondeformations

Ref LBJ Ch8 Secs8,10 CG Sec3.2 E3Ch17418 Ke

e Where we are WehavedefinedpositivelygradedPoisson

algebras A Ac a A C degli d andposedthe

problems of classifyingtheir filtered Poisson deformations

Afilteredquantizations We areonlygoing to approachthis

problem in the case when A QIN for a conicalsymplectic

singularity X Our main example of X is Spec Eloi where

is a Gequivariant cover of a nilpotentorbit a cog
In this lecture we will concentrate on thespecialcase

where O O is the so calledprincipalnilpotent orbit
and X is the nilpotent cone We willproduceexamples of
filtered Poisson deformations filteredquantizations are

for
the next lecture



1 Nilpotent cone

Let Gbe a semisimple algebraicgroup g Lie a
Definition Thenilpotent cone SV Exeglxisnilpotent

Example For g 3h weget D xeg date k 2 n

where X x coeffit of t in the charpolynomial Let x EI

ExerciseP N is a closed subvariety foranyg

Theorem I nilpotentorbit0cg s.t.NO It'scalled

principal and has dim dimg rkg rkg dim51

Example 9 31 principal single Jordanblock

Proof Step 1 Let g mebothbe thetriangulardecomposition We

claim that A Gh Indeed let eer The subalgebra decoy
is abelian hencesolvable hence conjugate to a subalgebra in

the Bevel bboth But as xebl x is nilpotent so e is conju

agate
to an elementof he D Ch



Step2 Define an 2ktriple lehf in gas fellows Let
Me off't be systems ofsimple positive reefs Set
h goNeb Define rppen as the coefficient ofpr inh
so that h Jenrpp Cheese34triples eppifp pen w

epEgp Apeg p reet subspaces and set
e EnFpep f EenFptp

Exercise2leg B1Ch8 Sec10.4 1 p h 2 Apen
2 eh f is indeedan 54triple

Set Apishe

Step3 Consider thegrading g Egg by eigenvalues ofh
Exercise 3 get gasgain

Consider the variety Y GPg P B theBevel GxBh

from Sec 3 ofLec8 By the theorem in that section
Y Opr is a resolution of singularities dimDpidimY
dimg Lim b t Lim ks dimg rk g Also in its Ghand

aby Step
1 Opsim A s



Remarks 1 Kestantproved that SV is normal we'll comment
normalization of

on this later So QSV flip it QQpit the2ndterm

2 Note that ksGt w rt Killingform So GBas GBlog6
T GB This is a symplecticvariety G AT GB is

Hamiltonian Sec 2ofLec2 and it T GBl g oof is
themoment map exercise Themap v4 T GB SV is

an example of a symplectic resolution It's known as the
Springer resolution it's one of themost important
morphisms in thegeometric representation theory

2 Categorical quotient for Cag Poissondeformations

Consider the quotient morphism sq g g11h We'llsee that

HaeglG Elst lad carries a natural Poissonalgebrastructure

stglol I flap a gradedPoissonalgebra isomorphism

Alta lat canbeviewed as a filteredPoisson deformation of
Elstadlol

MWe
start w following classical result



Theorem Chevalley B Ch8 Sec8 Let5cg Weallll be
Cartansubalgebra Weylgroup

Thentherestrictionhomomorphism

4 Elf restricts to dogs elf

Recall Chevalley ShephardToddThm from Sec2.2of eco
that 51W issmooth 6153 ispositivelygraded so AGT
is thealgebra ofpolynomials in rico homogeneous elementssay
for.fr

21 Deformations of GEN

Proposition The following are true

lil N stille as subsets ofg
it fo f e fledform a regularsequence Sec1.1 in Lec o
in Ilg is a freegraded flog module

iv title is reducedandnormal as a scheme

Sketch ofproof
i Ncstate intheproofin Sec2.2of Lect afterExert

we've see that te eCe it lte stale A tea state so

I



Title CN let p g stfu be a faithfulrepresentation

Let Xu Xu be the coeffs of thecharpolynomial ofpixxeg
Then Xuie max idealof l in flop So Xu x e for xestalo
Hence xactson V by a nilpotent operator exe N

ii follows from i exercise

iii We'll use the following important fact vanishingof
the 1st Kestul homology

Fact E Cor 17.5 Let R be a Noetherian commutative

ring Suppose frtheR is a regularsequence andby keR
are set Effibi so Then I bijER w bite bij bji s t
bisÉbjfj
Now we get back to Iiiit Thealgebra flotilla isgraded
Pick a homogeneous vectorspace basis tie flag lol ie I

lift it to homogeneous bit Ilg By thegradedNakayama

femme bi
ie I span the flopsmodule Eloy while fact



implies they are linearly independent exercise

in By ii Ille is a complete intersection By Serre's

normality criterium E Thm 18.5 we need to show that
xeNI da is not surjective has cedim 2 in N Kestant

proved Ke that data is surjective f x eOprNow
we use that codim Mapr 2 andfinish theproof a

Corollary For a ebtwconsiderthefiltration on flotillas
induced by thegrading on fly Then we have a natural

isomorphism Alita lol I
gr Alai a

Proof Set ai fila i t r Then flotillas Olg fianti
Loti o fly fi Wehave thenaturalgradedepimorphism

g grflotilla that sends thefirs te e se factors

through flotilla Is.gr Elst la It sends thebi's from

theproofof iii in Proposition to theimageof thebits in

stated Since bi'sform a basis inthe fly module fly
their images in flotilla form a basis so Gt in an ise 5

A






